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Introduction 
 

2018/19 has been a busy and exciting year for the Olive Matthews 

Collection. The great success and popularity of September 2018’s Fashion 

and Freedom exhibition continued to gather momentum throughout its run 

and beyond. The new exhibition Dressed for Best has also been the subject 

of much positive comment as our finest and most glamorous pieces have 

made their way onto display. The collection has had an increased presence 

in the Museum this year with the delivery of A Stitch in Time - an exhibition 

showcasing the best of our embroidery pieces. This year has also seen the 

collection reach out to greater numbers of visitors through conventional and 

digital means; bookings for talks from the Keeper of Costume have 

increased considerably and we have also established more of an online 

presence with regular social media updates. The continuation of the 

Costume Assistant post has meant that we are always improving the quality 

of mannequin preparation, and the additional hours devoted to 

accessioning mean that this vital aspect of collections care is being 

addressed.  

 

Collections Management: 
 

Conservation: 

 
Our on-going conservation programme 

ensures that many pieces benefit during the 

year. The exhibition Dressed for Best was the 

impetus for garments to receive treatment 

from Poppy Singer, our long-standing 

freelance conservator. The volume of highly 

complex pieces requiring treatment meant 

that it was also necessary to call upon the 

services of Zenzie Tinker Conservation for the 

work to restore our House of Worth gown to its 

former glory. Zenzie Tinker has conserved 

many Worth gowns in the past so was 

perfectly placed to work on this one, which 

required a great deal of attention.  Amongst 

other items, Poppy Singer worked on a very 

important and iconic piece which had long 

required conservation; a gown now 

established as having belonged to Queen 

Mary, which was in poor condition. Poppy was 

able to bring it back to life, making it strong 

enough to withstand the rigours of mounting and display. She has also 

conserved our new Liberty aesthetic tea gown ready for display next 

September. The conservation of pieces such as this mean that our exhibitions 

Detail of an aesthetic gown by Liberty of 

London.  

Object number: M.2019.053.  
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are the best that they can be in the short term, and the long-term benefits of 

conservation underpin the overall quality of the pieces held within the Olive 

Matthews Collection.  

 

Acquisitions & Documentation: 

 
252 items have been formally accessioned into the collection during 

2018/19. These include fashion plates donated by the Whitworth Art Gallery, 

Manchester. This was a long-standing accessioning project originally started 

by Kerry Agar-Hynd, but continued by volunteer Kaye East, assisted by other 

volunteers Elaine Swanson and Judith Norman who carried out scanning and 

data input. Also included are a large group of items given by the family of 

collector Shelagh Lovett-Turner. This 

latter group has been the focus of our 

Costume Assistant Jane Forrest during 

extra hours agreed by the Trust for this 

purpose. The project, which is due to 

be completed during the 2019/20 

period, has already seen the 

accessioning of many pieces from this 

large donation made in 2017. 

Consisting mainly of 19th and early 20th 

century garments, the items fill a 

number of gaps in the collection, and 

include rare pieces of evening dress, 

menswear and children’s clothing. Jane 

has also been working on various other new purchases and donations in 

order to keep us up to date and to prevent any further backlog.  

 

 

 

Detail of a man’s Norfolk suit, early 20th century. 

Previously part of the Shelagh Lovett-Turner 

collection.  

Object number: M.2019.036 

1920s cosmetics donated as part of a wedding 

group. Object number: M.2018.201 
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Photography:  
 

John Chase, our regular freelance 

photographer, completed the photography of 

items included in the Dressed for Best exhibition 

in July. As always, he produced beautifully 

composed and well lit images of a large 

number of mounted and conserved items. He 

has photographed 

pieces from many 

different angles and 

produced 

sumptuous close-

ups which allow us 

to experience the 

beautiful 

workmanship which 

is a hallmark of the 

Olive Matthews 

Collection. His work 

continues to benefit 

the collection in many ways. John’s meticulous 

working method and talent ensure that the 

garments are photographed looking their best. 

The images have multiple uses; they illustrate 

publications (our own and those of various 

outside individuals), talks, online resources and 

publicity for exhibitions.   

 

         Purchases:  
 

The Olive Matthews Trust made further important 

purchases during 2018/19. These are now made 

possible by a purchase budget agreed annually 

by the Trustees. Bidding took place at three 

separate auctions in June 2018, December 2018 

and February 2019. June saw us purchase three 

items - an attractive pale pink chiffon afternoon 

dress by the house of Lanvin dating to the 1950s, 

an iconic Pierre Balmain black velvet ball gown  

and a mini dress by important ’60s designer 

Pierre Cardin. December brought the 

opportunity to buy a straw and horsehair poke 

bonnet from the early 1840s and a rare and 

striking cocktail dress of gold lamé by Paul Poiret. 

Dating to the 1920s and called a ’Goddess 

Dress’, it displays all of Poiret’s famously bold 

Bonnet, c.1840, purchased from Kerry 

Taylor Auctions in December 2018. 

Image © Kerry Taylor Auctions.  

Object number: M.2019.057 

Detail of ribonwork decoration on a  

‘Robe de Style’, possibly by Lanvin, 

c.1925.  

Object number: M.2016.23 

Detail showing the back of an 

evening gown, c.1935 

Object number: M.2016.19 
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individuality and creativity. Finally in February it 

was possible to secure a 1990s evening gown by 

British designer Bruce Oldfield, an 18th century 

inspired denim jacket by Roberto Cavalli and a 

pair of purple satin shoes by Dior, dating to the 

late 1960s.   

 

Donations:  
 

The collection received a total of 5 groups of 

donations during 2018/19. They ranged from a 

group of 1920s accessories worn with a wedding 

gown which was donated the previous year, a 

collection of underwear and outerwear from the 

Edwardian period, a copy of periodical ‘Gazette 

du Bon Ton’ from 1922 and a pair of 1920s silver 

lamé shoes. We also received a group of original 

sketches by designer Sylvia Ayton which relate to 

a dress designed by her and purchased by the 

Trust in 2014. These items all fill gaps or enhance 

existing collections. The sketches in particular are 

a wonderful addition and will enrich visitors’ 

understanding of the 

dress and its 

background.  

 

Loans:  

 
 From the 23rd 

May to the 17th 

July 2018 we lent 

a Biba blouse to 

Guildford 

Museum. This 

was part of an 

exhibition about 

the student sit-in demonstrations of the 1960s and provided context; 

showing the types of clothing worn by young people at the time. 
 Loans from the Museum of London relating to the Suffragette 

movement and an aesthetic style gown from Petersfield Museum; part 

of the Fashion and Freedom exhibition, were returned at the end of the 

exhibition run.   
 Loans were not required for the current fashion display Dressed for Best,  

but we did borrow an item for the embroidery exhibition A Stitch in Time. 

It was felt that we needed a painting showing embroidery being 

undertaken to enhance the exhibition. We borrowed the painting 

Cocktail dress by Paul Poiret, c.1927. 

Image © Kerry Taylor Auctions.  

Object number: M.2019.038 

Sylvia Ayton and Zandra Rhodes dress, 1966 alongside original sketch by Sylvia 

Ayton.  Object number: M.2014.276 
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Circlewise They Sit, 1909 by Olive Hockin from a private collector. It is a 

watercolour depicting the handmaidens of the Virgin Mary stitching 

robes for souls newly entering heaven and was inspired by the poem 

The Blessed Damozel (1873) by Dante Gabriel Rossetti. The painting was 

very much enjoyed by visitors and complemented the rest of the 

exhibits.  
 

Temporary Exhibitions: 

 
2018 Fashion Exhibition - Fashion and Freedom 
 

 The Fashion and Freedom exhibition remained in place until Saturday 

8th September 2018. Coinciding with the 100th anniversary of some 

women gaining the vote in 1918, this display was extremely popular and 

chimed well with the national mood. The broader theme of the history 

of the emancipation (or otherwise) of women from the 1840s until the 

1980s allowed us to look with new eyes at the collection and make 

important links between our garments and the experiences of women 

over a period of 140 years. Film footage and a section charting the 

history of the Women’s Suffrage Movement, especially as it related to 

the local area, added to the content of the exhibition. In addition, 

important loans from the Museum of London and Petersfield Museum 

further enhanced the displays. The exhibition gave rise to a very popular 

talk which has continued to be requested after the run of the exhibition. 

  

Current Fashion Exhibition - Dressed for Best 
 

 Dressed for Best, Clothing for Formal and Royal Occasions, 1700s - 1900s, 

opened on Saturday 22nd September 2018. For this exhibition the 

Fashion Gallery has been transformed into a ball room, with beautiful 

rococo mirrors from the Runnymede collection, flickering candles in 

gold sconces and velvet drapery with gold tassels. The garments 

include some of our 

finest and most high-

profile pieces; a bold 

1740s yellow damask 

sack back gown 

paired with an 

embroidered man’s 

suit of silk satin, smart 

day wear from the 

19th century, stunning 

evening wear from the 

first half of the 20th 

century and dress for View of the Dressed for Best exhibition, open from September 2018 to 

September 2019.  
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presentation at Court. Our recently 

donated House of Worth gown (see front 

cover) has pride of place in the second 

case as it was worn by the original owner 

to the Coronation of Edward VII. 

Fascinatingly the provenance of a highly 

ornate gown of blue and gold brocade 

and gold lace has also been re-evaluated. 

It was said to have belonged to HM Queen 

Mary and worn by her during the 1920s. 

Research now indicates that this is very 

likely to be true. The overall impression of 

the display is one of opulence, luxury and 

quality, and many visitors comment that 

they are dazzled by the high standard of 

the pieces that we are able to select from 

our own collection. Once again the 

display has been complemented by 

relevant film footage and replica 

garments for visitors to investigate and try 

on. As is now standard for our fashion exhibitions, a card with a URL is 

available for visitors. This allows them to access a catalogue of the 

exhibited items after their visit. Booklets with further contextual 

information and postcards are also available from the shop. Various 

events have been planned to complement the display. Chief of these is 

a study day in which speakers will expand upon the exhibition’s themes 

of royalty and Court dress.  
 

Temporary Exhibition - A Stitch in Time 

 
 October 2018 saw the opening of a further display of important items 

from the Olive Matthews 

Collection. A Stitch in Time 

showcased beautiful pieces of 

hand worked embroidery. It was 

an opportunity to display items 

such as the man’s embroidered 

night cap, c.1600 - 1620, the 

black work embroidered cap, 

early 1700s, and metalwork 

embroidered gloves, also early 

1700s. Samplers dating from the 

17th century to the mid 19th 

century were on display, as were 

other exquisite pieces of embroidery from the 18th, 19th and 20th 

centuries. The exhibition drew in individuals and organised groups with 

View of the Queen Mary gown (left) 

alongside the House of Worth gown and 

men’s Court dress from the 1920s as 

displayed in the Dressed for Best 

exhibition.  

Yung Byun, Future Tutor from the Royal School of 

Needlework, Hampton Court, demonstrating silk 

shading to visitors in the Stitch in Time exhibition.  
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specialist interest in embroidery and their visits were enhanced on two 

Saturdays by live demonstrations of embroidery by members of the 

Royal School of Needlework Future Tutors course. This is not the first time 

that we have worked in partnership with the RSN. The exhibition also 

featured two beautiful wall hangings produced by the students in 2004 

and inspired by pieces from the collection. The exhibition closed on the 

26th January 2019.  

 

Enquiries and Research 

 
 From April 2018 to the end of March 2019, a total of 701 people gained 

special access to the collection through general enquiries (279), 

individual visits to the reserve collection (28), group visits & talks (401, up 

44% on last year). 123 more people attended talks from the Keeper of 

Costume during 2018/19 compared to 2017/18, which is very good news 

and a reflection on the growing popularity of the collection and of the 

women’s emancipation subject matter which accounted for many of 

the talks undertaken this year. As we become more popular, so 

individuals recommend us to new groups. The U3A and the WI are now 

established as regular users of this service. This year we welcomed 

groups from the local area with talks to 

Hersham evening WI, Farnham 

Museum, the St Peter’s NHS Retirement 

Fellowship, Godalming Townswomen’s 

Guild, St Peter’s Lady’s Group, New 

Haw WI, Windsor U3A, Claygate WI, 

the Southern Counties Costume 

Society and the Textile Society.  

 Many talks have taken place outside 

of the Keeper of Costume’s normal 

hours, so the Trust’s continued support 

through overtime payments has 

allowed for greater flexibility when it 

comes to responding to enquiries.  
 Researchers have come from many 

different backgrounds including other 

museums, the film and television 

industry, higher education and 

academic publishing. We also 

welcomed a representative from the 

prestigious Kyoto Costume Institute 

who was researching the silk brocade 

from one of our gowns: MT.2039, a 

gown which features three different 

brocades dating from the 1730s. One 

of these matches (in mirror image) that from a gown in the Kyoto 

Back view of silk brocade gown, silk c. 1734-35, 

remodelled c.1750s showing the silk that 

matches that of the gown in the Kyoto 

Costume Institute.  

Object number: MT.2039 
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collection. The likelihood of this happening is very small, given the tiny 

survival rate of such textiles. The match was spotted by us and it has 

helped us to build a rapport with Kyoto Institute which would we would 

not otherwise have had (see Fashion: The Collection of the Kyoto 

Costume Institute: a History from the 18th to the 20th Century, Vol I: 18th 

and 19th Century, Taschen, Kyoto, pp.35 - 37).   
 

 

Education and Interpretation 
 

Schools: 

 
 Our Education Officers Sally Turner and Heidi Dawley have continued to 

provide sessions which incorporate the Olive Matthews Collection. The 

Education Department has been able to make regular use of the 

fashion displays in their visits for school children, especially the ‘Clothes 

in the Past’ session, which was chosen by a number of primary schools. 

The Fashion and Freedom exhibition helped children to understand the 

chronology of fashions as they changed over an extended time period, 

particularly as they relate to women’s lives. The inclusion of sportswear 

and swimwear linked to ‘Seaside’ sessions which are very popular with 

younger classes. School children and home education groups also 

enjoy the ‘dressing up’ elements of the exhibitions, and this also applies 

to Dressed for Best. Like the previous display Dressed for Best 

incorporates Victorian fashions which tie into sessions on Victorian 

history. Informal art and craft sessions use the displays as inspiration for 

designs produced. A-level and GCSE students have continued to make 

regular visits to the fashion galleries, using the pieces displayed as 

starting points for special research projects. The After School Club at the 

local Weybridge secondary school, St Georges College, benefitted 

from specially tailored sessions on a number of Museum-related themes, 

including Georgian fashion and life before World War 2. Slide 

presentations and replica dress to try on and investigate form part of 

these sessions.  

  
Colleges: 

 
 Central St Martins Fashion History and Theory students came for their 

annual talk on 19th century women’s dress and the history of the 

collection, as well as a tour of the galleries and a chance to view a 

wide selection of reserve collection pieces. Students from the New York 

University in London also visited for a talk on the history of the collection 

and viewed selected highlights from the reserve collections. Many other 

students in tertiary education have also come independently to see 

pieces.  
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Adult Education & Events: 

 
 In April Hersham evening WI received a talk about the history of the 

fashionable waistline, NHS Retirement Fellowship had a talk on Fashion 

and Freedom, as did a group at Farnham Museum.  

 June saw St Peter’s Lady’s Group and New Haw WI receive Fashion and 

Freedom talks. We also held a study day in conjunction with the 

Southern Counties Costume Society. Nicola Sowter from the SCCS gave 

a paper about Madeline Vionnet and Grace Evans gave a talk about 

Fashion and Freedom.  

 In July Godalming Townswomen’s Guild had a Fashion and Freedom 

talk.  

 New York University in London students came for a visit and access to 

pieces from the reserve collections in September. 

 In October Windsor U3A received a talk about Fashion and Freedom.  

 January saw Claygate WI receive a talk about Fashion and Freedom 

and Central St Martin’s College visited for a talk and viewing of items 

from the 19th century women’s wear collections. The Textile Society also 

came in January. They had a background talk about the collection, a 

guided tour of the fashion exhibition and the embroidery exhibition and 

a chance to see Regency items from the reserve collections.  

 

Professional Development: 
 

 The Keeper of Costume attended a number of study days and 

exhibitions during the course of 2018/19. These included a study day to 

coincide with the launch of Janet Arnold’s Patterns of Fashion 5, and a 

training day organised by the Dress and Textile Specialists on identifying 

woven textiles.  

 Jane Forrest, Costume Assistant attended a practical sewing course at 

the School of Historical Dress entitled ‘The Art of Draping’. This will feed 

into the interpretation of garments in our forthcoming exhibition about 

pleating and drapery in fashion.  
 

Volunteers: 
 
 Barbara Prowle - long-term fashion volunteer - continued to provide 

valuable help with collections care projects as well as replicas for the 

fashion exhibition.  
 Kaye East, who assists with local history projects at the Museum, has also 

carried out fashion plate accessioning for the Olive Matthews 

Collection.  
 The fashion plate project also had considerable input from other 

volunteers, helping to make this a fantastic resource for students and 
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staff alike.  
  
Costume Assistant:  

 
 Jane Forrest, Costume Assistant has been 

continuing her important work to support the 

collection. Work on the mannequin padding 

programme is on-going. She also worked 

alongside the Keeper of Costume to re-display 

the Accessories Gallery. Though the displays are 

semi-permanent, they do need to be refreshed 

from time to time to protect items from light 

damage. The shoes and hats cases were altered 

as well as the central case which now houses 

our early 18th century stockings, replacing the 

hanging pockets which were there previously.  

 Jane has also been given extra hours to 

undertake the accessioning of a large group of 

items donated from the Shelagh Lovett-Turner 

collection as 

mentioned above. 

This has helped 

enormously with our 

targets to 

document all items 

donated to us in a 

thorough and timely 

fashion.  

   

General Museum 

Updates: 

 
 In Spring 2018 an 

exhibition entitled For Your Tomorrow opened in the Discovery Zone. This 

exhibition explores life in the Borough during the years following the First 

World War.  
 The Temporary Exhibition Gallery played host to a diverse and 

informative group of exhibitions during the course of the year. Our 

period began with Liquid History; a display about the rivers of the 

borough. The Museum worked in partnership with Runnymede Borough 

Council’s River Celebration Festival 2018, and gained funding to create 

a short film featuring interviews with the people who live and work by or 

on the river. It also included some of our most precious early artefacts, 

such as the Bronze Age socketed axe with jointed wooden haft, c.1200-

500BC.   

Image of the re-displayed cases in the Accessories Gallery.  

Fashion plate, previously part of 

the Whitworth Art Gallery 

collection, now scanned and 

included in our database.  

Object number: M.2015.063 
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 A Stitch in Time - an 

exhibition featuring 

embroidery from 

the Olive Matthews 

Collection 

followed. See 

above for details.  
 Art work by 

students from Sir 

William Perkins 

school in Chertsey 

followed. The 

quality of their 

pieces continues 

to delight and surprise our visitors.  
 Just falling into our time period is the Chertsey Abbey exhibition. This 

important display explores one of the most fascinating and historically 

significant aspects of our local area. The exhibition looks at the entire 

history of the Abbey from its founding in 666AD to its dissolution in 1537. it 

features loans of original documents relating to the Abbey’s history from 

the National Archives, archaeological finds from our own holdings, loans 

from the Surrey Archaeological Society and private individuals. The 

exhibition also features an in-depth 3D computerised model of the 

abbey which allows visitors to experience what the abbey was actually 

like incorporating both a walk-through and a bird’s eye view. Produced 

by James Cumper, it also includes an animated history of the abbey 

site, games to play and a database of items that we hold relating to the 

Abbey. The interactive was funded by grants from Surrey County 

Council, World Cargo Logistics Ltd. and the Friends of Chertsey Museum.  
 The Museum has many regular planned events.  The Friends of Chertsey 

Museum have themed trips and talks throughout the year. Other events 

include ‘15 minutes of Fun’ - a drop-in craft activity for children, 

‘Museum Monkeys’ which is aimed at pre-school children, and ‘Tea and 

a Talk’, which is aimed at the over 50s age group and features local 

history talks by the Curator. The Young Archaeologists’ Club is also 

thriving with visits to places of interest and events at the Museum. ‘Fun 

with Fabric’, an adult education group, runs on a monthly basis as do 

the popular ‘Craft and Wine’ evenings.  
 After its complete re-landscaping and re-planting, the Museum garden 

has become more established during 2018/19. A beautiful, peaceful 

and welcoming space, it opens up a new environment for visitors to 

explore on fine days. Volunteers from the Friends of Chertsey Museum 

continue to work hard to maintain the garden, particularly Mags 

Thomas, without whose dedication the garden would quickly become 

unmanageable. We are also grateful to volunteer Gerry Drake who 

regularly sweeps and tidies the front garden and entrance way, making 

sure visitors get a good impression as soon as they approach the 

The Stitch in Time exhibition  
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Museum.     
 The ‘Chertsey Museum App’ - a Smartphone application - has been 

updated with further new content. It includes a Gallery Guide, where 

visitors can discover more about our star objects by entering an ’Object 

Stop’ code into their phones. Each exhibition the Museum produces 

now has object stops incorporated into it.  
 Chertsey Museum is making good use of 

social media to promote events, 

exhibitions and other fascinating stories 

linked to the collections. The fashion 

collection has had much publicity through 

tweets and posts on Instagram and 

Facebook and this is a highly effective 

marketing tool. Regular posts about the 

progress of the conservation work on the 

House of Worth gown captured the public 

imagination during 2018, culminating in 

images of the finished and mounted piece 

on display. The Keeper of Costume also 

produces weekly #FridayFrocks posts 

which are themed according to relevant 

subjects in the media, times of year or 

other events and exhibitions that we wish 

to promote.  
 

Website: 

 
 Our website has continued to be 

developed. The site includes text and 

images from previous exhibitions, 

including those in the Fashion Gallery, and researchers are now 

regularly using the database to identify items that they wish to view 

during research visits. A separate area of the website has been 

dedicated to more in-depth information about current fashion 

exhibitions. Our extended section on local Suffragette activity was a 

very useful addition to the Fashion and Freedom online content. There is 

also catalogue information about the items displayed but this is only 

available once visitors have been to the Museum and picked up an 

exhibition leaflet. The idea is to encourage visitors to come to the 

Museum to see the exhibition in person rather than relying on a virtual 

experience. When exhibitions are finished they live on in virtual form on 

the website, and these, as well as the online catalogue are also 

available on our touchscreen in the Fashion Gallery. It is also possible to 

order books from the website and from the Museum via Amazon. Our 

Fashion in Focus publication is regularly ordered and dispatched to 

addresses across the world.  

Image posted on social media as part of 

the House of Worth story. The final post 

about this gown reached 4,569 people 

on Instagram and received 338 ‘likes’.  
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Plans for 2019/20: 

 
 Work is now well underway for our next exhibition: Folded and Moulded, 

which opens on the 21st September 2019 and closes on the 5th 

September 2020. This display is designed to explore pleating and 

draping in fashion and is a way of understanding some of the more 

technical aspects of the Olive Matthews Collection. It will include items 

of women’s wear dating from the 18th century through to the 1980s and 

the pieces will be grouped into the themes of ‘Status and Wealth, 

‘Practical Pleats’, ‘Decorative Pleats and 

Drapery’ and ‘Ancient Influences’. These 

themes will add a social and cultural 

history element to the interpretation. 

Items selected for the display include our 

stunning newly purchased Pierre Balmain 

ball gown, our riding habit and cycling 

skirt as well as the Lanvin Castillo cocktail 

dress. As mentioned earlier, the Liberty 

aesthetic tea gown will also feature after 

conservation to bring it back to its former 

glory, and this is of course an opportunity 

to display our Fortuny gown and pieces 

by Miyake. Different methods of pleating 

and draping in fashion and their historical 

context will be outlined through text 

panels, diagrams and hands-on 

interactives. The theme of the exhibition 

has allowed us to look with new eyes at 

the collection. We have found 

wonderful examples of pleating and 

drapery which often exhibit awe-

inspiring skill in terms of construction, 

much of it carried out by hand. 

 2019 sees the 50th anniversary of the Olive Matthews Collection Trust, 

and to mark this important event, the Trustees have made funding 

available for a very special project. An accurate replica of one of the 

most important groups of items in the collection; the Jane Bailey 

wedding ensemble of 1780, is in the process of being produced by 

historical costumiers Past Pleasures. They are re-creating the dress, 

petticoat, hat and shoes that we have here in the collection and also 

adding the undergarments, trimmings and a wig to complete the outfit. 

These items will be used in education sessions; allowing audiences to 

understand what it was like to wear such garments and the many layers 

that were necessary in order to complete the look. The ensemble is due 

to be completed in September 2019 and will be launched at the 

Ball gown by Pierre Balmain, c.1953, due to 

be displayed in the Folded and Moulded 

exhibition. Image © Kerry Taylor Auctions.  

Object number: M.2018.183 
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private view of ’Folded and Moulded’. The exhibition will include the 

original ensemble and to add to the audience appreciation of it, we 

are planning to make a film of the replica being worn; filmed by Tjden 

Lane at the church where the marriage originally took place. 

 The production of the replica wedding ensemble is also an opportunity 

for Grace Evans to write a blog. Written on an intermittent basis and 

posted on our website, Grace will recount the various happenings 

associated with its creation and subsequent filming. It is hoped that this 

will help to publicise the Museum in general, the replica ensemble and 

the Folded and Moulded exhibition.  

 2019/20 is also due to see the start of work to improve storage for the 

fashion collection. We hope to expand the space available to house 

our growing collection and to create an interpretation and exhibition 

preparation area. This will involve moving a large proportion of the 

collection off-site while work is carried out, and considerable planning 

ahead to retrieve items that will feature in exhibitions during the period 

when the store is being upgraded.  

 The Discovery Zone will see a new display replace For your Tomorrow. It 

will cover the rise and fall of the country house from Tudor times to the 

establishment of the National Trust with reference to properties which 

are or were located within the borough of Runnymede.  

 The Temporary Exhibition Gallery will again see a wide variety of local 

and more general thematic displays. The current Chertsey Abbey 

exhibition will remain in place until the 2nd November 2019. After this 

there will be a display of recent acquisitions from the local history 

collection followed by our annual display of the artwork produced by Sir 

William Perkins school.  

 As part of the programme of events connected with the current 

Dressed for Best exhibition, a study day has been planned. This will take 

place in June 2019 and will feature papers from Grace Evans on three 

of the exhibited pieces with royal connections and on Court dress from 

Nigel Arch, former Curator of the Royal Ceremonial Dress Collection at 

Kensington Palace. Talks from Grace Evans are also booked during 

2019/20 for the New York University in London, this time on 1920s and 

1930s fashion and St Paul’s Women’s group, Addlestone, on Fashion and 

Freedom. A talk for all the family at Painshill Park in Cobham will look at 

the history of 18th century fashion, while Datchet WI will receive a talk 

on Fashion and Freedom at the end of June. Camberley WI have 

booked a talk on the history of the Olive Matthews Collection in 

October and the Decorative Arts Society have also booked to come to 

the Museum for talks and tours from both the Keeper of Costume and 

the Curator as well as a chance to view some of our best items from the 

reserve collections. It is anticipated that many more talks will be booked 

as the year goes on.  

 Loans from the Olive Matthews Collection are due to go to Two Temple 

Place in London from January to April 2020. This important building in 

Westminster produces annual thematic exhibitions. In Spring 2019 the 
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exhibition looked at 

John Ruskin, and our 

collection will be part 

of ’Hidden Fabric’ a 

study of women 

collectors of textiles 

and dress. The display 

will explore Olive 

Matthews as a 

collector and will 

include some of our 

finest pieces, including 

the black work cap, 

the early 18th century 

brocade gown, 1730s 

brocade shoes and 

clogs, the grey embroidered man’s suit from the 1780s and the pink 

sack back gown. This opportunity to have pieces from our collection 

displayed in a prestigious venue in the centre of London has enormous 

potential in terms of spreading the word about the collection. The 

Decorative Arts Society have already booked their study day as a 

direct result of seeing information about next year’s exhibition in the 

current exhibition booklet and more interest is expected during the 

exhibition run.    

 As part of her on-going professional development, Grace Evans, Keeper 

of Costume, will be attending a variety of conferences, exhibitions and 

study days during 2019/20. These include a Study Day at Chilcomb 

House with the Southern Counties Costume Society to hear about 

research on the Hampshire tailoring trade and to investigate items from 

the Hampshire County dress collection. Further opportunities will be 

identified as the year goes on.  

Woman’s brocade shoe and clog, c.1730s; part of the group of items 

due to be loaned to Two Temple Place. Object numbers: MT.1922 & 

MT.1923 


